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WSU Retiree Center Newsletter, Winter, 2010      
     Barking up Winter Trees 
    By Bill Meyer, WSU Senior Groundskeeper (Retired) 
As the colorful leaves of autumn drop to the ground and the trees become barren, tree lovers 
know that the long months of winter are just around the corner. So what can be interesting to 
see on a tree during the winter? 
 
Actually, trees have a number of interesting features to look for during the winter. Let's start with 
the evergreens. After a new snowfall, the snow hanging from the branches of the Pines, Spruces, 
and Firs is a special sight. The contrast of the green evergreens against the fresh snow can be 
striking. If one lives near the WSU campus, a walk through the grounds just after a major snow 
storm is invigorating and worth the effort. It is even better if one can beat the snowplows and 
trail one's own path. 
 
If baseball is your fancy, check out WSU's Black Spruce . It is one of Minnesota's native trees and found at the Minnesota 
Twins Target Field. Micheal Cuddyer hit a home run into the grove of Black Spruce during game 1 of the playoffs with  
the Yankees. WSU's Black Spruce can be found on the north side of Memorial Hall. 
 
Going back to winter features, the bark of many trees is worth examining. When walking by the east side of WSU's 
Science Laboratory Center, notice the somewhat spongy and deeply furrowed texture of the bark on the Amur 
Corktrees. If one could look through the bark to the inner bark, one would find it yellow. In ancient China this yellow 
inner bark was once used to produce a yellow dye. 
 
The Hackberry tree in front of Watkins Hall also has an interesting bark. It has distinctive rough, warty ridges, which 
helps to identify it. 
 
Sometimes trees have a peeling or exfoliating bark that can be quite interesting to look at during the winter. The 3 
Yellow Birch, north of Memorial Hall, can be defined by the yellowish-bronze peeling bark. The mass planting of 
Minnesota's native River Birch, found north of Kreuger Library has an attractive cinnamon-reddish peeling bark. Two 
3-Flowered Maples located in the sitting plaza at the west entrance to PAC display a similar exfoliating bark. 
 
Another intriguing tree with unusual bark is located in the secluded alcove next to the northwest entrance to SLC. The 
Snakebark Maple has a bark that is snake-like, smooth, and green with purplish - red tints. Vertical stripes can be spotted 
on the younger bark. Watch out if it starts hissing! 
 
O.K., other than bark on a tree, many trees have various kinds of fruit. We have about 10 different kinds of Crabapples on 
campus that have attractive red and golden fruits. Many of these fruits persist throughout much of the winter. The fruit, 
which is set late in the summer, provides birds a valuable source of food during the winter months. Did you know that a 
crabapple is defined by the size of its fruit? If the fruit is smaller than 2 inches in diameter, it is a crabapple. If the fruit is 
larger, it is usually referred to as an apple. Now you know! 
 
The slow growing Showy Mountain Ash has bright scarlet berries that are a favorite of Cedar Waxwings and Robins. 
WSU's Showy Mountain Ash can be found in the central part of the campus courtyard. 
 
WSU has a number of trees that have pods that hang onto the tree throughout much of the winter. A mature Catalpa 
tree with long, thin pods can be seen in front of Watkins Hall , while the Kentucky Coffeetree has shorter thicker pods 
and can be spotted west of Minne Hall. The dark pods of these two different trees stand out in the winter and add 
another dimension to the winter landscape. 
 
So open your eyes a bit wider and take a brisk stroll through the campus and see the trees during the snowy months of 
winter. There are many more trees of interest that are just waiting for you to find. You might actually have a good time. 
 
  
